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IFAT Members make their voice heard at the Annual General Meeting in Belgium. IFAT’s structure is highly democratic - members 

submit resolutions and vote on a wide range of topics at the AGM.
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The Fair Trade marketplace has become a noisy – some would say chaotic – place since the International 
Fair Trade Association (IFAT) was established in 1989. There is an increasing focus on Fair Trade and 
other sustainable business practices in the media, in boardrooms and by consumers. IFAT membership 
demonstrates this positive trend, with 1�% growth over last year reaching a total of ��9. 

However, the increased attention is accompanied by more scrutiny – this is both an opportunity and a 
threat. A single negative report can damage the movement’s credibility. But it also offers us a tremendous 
chance to refine our aims and processes. There is now an urgent need for us to be as clear as possible 
about IFAT’s goals and how we achieve them – this is the essence of our Agenda for Change. 

Our members recognise the changing marketplace conditions, and fully agreed to push forward with our 
Agenda for Change at our �007 Annual General Meeting. There, Fair Trade Organizations from 65 countries 
discussed, debated and decided on Fair Trade matters. 

A number of decisions were taken, and the most critical objectives were to:
1. Develop a credible, third-party certified label by the end of �008, or as soon as possible.
�. Strengthen IFAT’s membership and monitoring systems.
�. Delegate significant responsibility for both membership and monitoring to the regions. 
 Global IFAT retains responsibility for setting and ensuring policy implementation.
4. Broaden our governance structure, including a larger Board of Directors. 

Eight directors plus a President were elected, who come from nine different countries – five from the 
South, and four from the North. We also achieved a gender balance of five women and four men.

The new Board met twice in �007 to discuss how we wanted to work together, and how to effectively 
share responsibility for the strategic plan given to us by the membership.  We quickly learned that a 
number of our objectives had overlapping consequences. 

Because of the decision to strengthen membership and to shift some of the work to the regions, we 
suspended receipt of applications for membership for six months.  This also enabled us to catch up with a 
backlog of applications.

We also realised that it would be beneficial to integrate our membership, monitoring and labelling systems 
into a single efficient, simple system: the Sustainable Fair Trade Management System (SFTMS).  The first 
Draft SFTMS Standard was published in August �008, and the label is expected to be operational by �010.

Related to this, the board followed through on the �006 agreement with the Fairtrade Labelling 
Organizations (FLO) International to develop a Charter of Fair Trade Principles in order to further clarify 
and consolidate the movement and its aims. This was well underway at the end of �007, and expected to 
be finalised in �008.

President’s Message
Responding to the Challenges for Fair Trade
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With deep appreciation, we acknowledge the generous financial support of our donors:  HIVOS for 
strengthening our quality management system; Cordaid for their support in helping us develop an 
organisation label; and many more for supporting our initiatives.

Finally, I want to extend a big thank you to Rudi Dalvai, former IFAT Chair, and to Semshak Gopil, IFAT 
Executive Committee member, for their strong contributions over several years.  Our new Board inherited 
an energetic, creative membership with a high level of trust and expectation.  And of course, without the 
strong contribution and long hours of Stefan Durwael and his team, we could not have achieved these 
things.  

Paul Myers
President
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Change was set in motion at IFAT’s 9th biennial international conference and Annual General Meeting, 
which took place in Blankenberge, Belgium in May �007. This successful event was attended by �60 
participants from 65 countries. Here members approved the new strategic plan �007-�011, based on the 
Agenda for Change. On an organisational level, members agreed to broaden our governance structure, 
replace the Executive Committee with a larger Board, and gradually devolve responsibility for membership 
and monitoring to the regions. And the membership and monitoring system – our strongest instrument for 
building trust and recognition in the marketplace – was also significantly enhanced. Changes included the:
• development of a credible label for products of Fair Trade Organizations 
• strengthening of the membership and monitoring system, including the creation of a new membership 
 category:  provisional member.
• facelift of the Standards for Fair Trade Organizations.

The membership also agreed on the Environment as the theme of World Fair Trade Day for �008-�009. And 
three Honorary IFAT members were appointed: Dr. Shyam Sharma (India), Francisco Van der Hoff (Mexico) 
and Gerd Nickoleit (Germany). 

The improved monitoring system was tested in Kenya and in Thailand, focusing on entry and progress 
standards, and stakeholder feedback. Further energy was invested in developing a scoring system for 
membership and monitoring, to be finalised in �008. 

The decision to develop a credible, third party certified label brought a new challenge to the table. After 
thorough examination, the Board concluded that the best way forward was to integrate membership, 
monitoring and the methodology needed for the product label into one system: the Sustainable Fair Trade 
Management System (SFTMS). This new system is based on continuous improvement of the Fair Trade, 
business and environmental performance of Fair Trade Organizations. 

These developments fit well within the work on Quality Management for Fair Trade – a joint initiative of 
FLO ev, FLO Cert, HIVOS and IFAT. Within this context a Charter of Fair Trade Principles was developed, 
that will also be finalised in �008.  

The IFAT Board in their December meeting focused in particular on Communications and Branding – laying 
the foundation for IFAT’s strategy in this area. They also decided to apply for membership to ISEAL – a non-
profit body that codifies best practice for social and environmental standard setting, in light of the SFTMS 
initiative.

Global colour
In addition to our internal operations, IFAT members were also active promoting Fair Trade around the 
globe. In �007 our Fair Trade world tour, the Global Journey, visited Europe. The grand finale took place in 
Belgium to coincide with IFAT’s international conference. Thanks to the creativity and the inventiveness of 
so many of our members, this global campaign was the strongest IFAT has ever carried out.

2007:  the Year in Review
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World Fair Trade Day took place on May 1�th under the theme Kids Need Fair Trade. Participants 
visited schools and youth groups to talk about how Fair Trade impacts children. Children were asked to 
illustrate this impact in a postcard competition. The winners were selected and announced during IFAT’s 
international conference.

Fact finding
Where Fair Trade captures public attention, governments and institutions follow. The main challenge in 
the advocacy area in �007 was the proposal for an ISO standard on Fair Trade.  In addition, Fair Trade 
regulation was increasingly on the agenda of several, mainly European countries. A fact-finding process 
was put into action by the Fair Trade Advocacy Office in Brussels, who also commissioned research on 
European law proposals. 

Our structure
A positive measurement of the growth of Fair Trade, IFAT’s membership continued to rise in �007. By year’s 
end, there were ��9 member organisations in 70 countries, of which 6�% from the South (Africa: 60, Asia: 
101 and Latin America: 44) and �8% from the North (Europe: 97 and North America and the Pacific Rim: 
�7). The regional chapters in the three Southern regions continued to strengthen their organisations and 
broaden their activities:  

• Asia Fair Trade Forum (AFTF) - Quezon City, the Philippines
• Cooperation for Fair Trade in Africa (COFTA) - Nairobi, Kenya
• Asociación Latinoamericana de Comercio Justo (IFAT LA) - Quito, Ecuador. 

IFAT Europe was officially registered in Belgium in April �007 and established its operational office and 
secretariat in Cordoba, Spain. In North America & the Pacific Rim there were no concrete plans for a 
regional organisation yet, but cooperation was gaining momentum.

In �007, IFAT maintained a small secretariat in the Netherlands with four staff members. The Monitoring 
Coordinator worked from Kisumu (Kenya) and the Global Journey Coordinator from Brighton (UK). Together 
with the other Fair Trade Networks - FLO, Network of European World Shops (NEWS!) and the European 
Fair Trade Association (EFTA) - IFAT employed the Advocacy Coordinator who staffed the Fair Trade 
Advocacy Office in Brussels together with the Policy Officer.

IFAT Members register for the 2007 International Conference and Annual General Meeting held in Blankenberge, Belgium in May. 
Some 360 people from 65 countries attended the event.
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Monitoring is an integral part of IFAT’s Agenda for Change - and was high on the agenda of IFAT’s Annual 
General Meeting in May �007.  Spearheaded by the Board and both our Registration and Standards and 
Monitoring Sub-committees, processes were subjected to a thorough review, and impacted by the drive to 
centralise policy and regionalise implementation.

Five years after it was formally launched, IFAT’s monitoring system reached another milestone in �007. 
Based on the wealth of experience of our member organisations, a number of new instruments were 
developed including a revision of the Standards for Fair Trade Organizations (now called Principles). A 
new standards assessment questionnaire and a scoring system are being developed for those wanting 
to apply for membership. Two pilots were carried out in Kenya and Thailand in October to assess and 
improve these instruments, to be finalised in �008.

Monitoring and membership converged further. From �008, the membership and monitoring roles are 
combined in the IFAT Secretariat. This harnesses inherent opportunities for increased efficiency, cost 
effectiveness and better membership service. As part of IFAT’s regionalisation, members agreed to 
devolve significant membership and monitoring functions to the regions. 

Monitoring
Building Trust in Fair Trade

Semshak Gopil  (Alternative Trade Network of Nigeria) runs a workshop for members at the IFAT international conference 2007. 
Capacity building is a major focus at this event, where more than 30 workshops were held.
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Self-assessment reporting update
The self assessment reporting process was on track with 107 reports. Overall 80% of the expected 
reports were submitted. The improved quality of the reports demonstrated the adeptness of members in 
performing their self assessments. There was also increased stakeholder participation, more photos and 
colour. And an increasing number of reports contained ample attachments to verify the information. 

The best performing region was Asia, with 88% of members reports submitted.  All the regions at a glance:

Asia 88%
North America/Pacific Rim 84%
Europe 8�%
Africa 75%
Latin America 59%

External verification update
Eleven external verifications were carried out in �007. Only one of these addressed complaints. Unlike the 
previous year, all of the verification reports gave positive feedback on the trading and working practices of 
the members concerned. The verifications were conducted in:

Africa �
Asia 1
Europe 6
North America/Pacific Rim �

Committees and members’ contributions
We extend our great appreciation to chair Allison Barrett and the members of the very active Registration 
Sub-committee for their intensive work. We would also like to thank Eileen Davenport and the Standards 
and Monitoring Sub-committee for their continued good work and successful review of the standards. 

Mike Muchilwa, our very first monitoring Coordinator, will complete his work for IFAT in �008. Mike started 
working for IFAT in a pioneering role in �00� and spearheaded the development of the monitoring policies, 
methodologies and instruments. He was also the founding chair of the Registration Sub-committee, and a 
committee member for many years. We are most grateful to Mike for his immense contributions.

Monitoring is our key instrument for building trust in Fair Trade. And without the input of IFAT members, the 
monitoring system would not function. Their reports, peer reviews, external verifications, and invaluable 
input have placed monitoring at the core of IFAT’s activities. And the growing number of organisations 
seeking IFAT membership in order to gain certification is a testimony to its perceived value.

As we prepare for an IFAT product label underpinned by a strengthened monitoring system, IFAT members 
can stand tall knowing that they were part and parcel of that process.
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IFAT is committed to quality management in the way we work. One of our principle donors, HIVOS, has 
supported us since �001 in the development of an effective monitoring system for Fair Trade Organizations.  
Work in this area has focused on a joint Quality Management project between IFAT and FLO aimed at 
increasing the access of low-income, disadvantaged producers to Fair Trade markets. 

In �007, FLO an IFAT actively collaborated at the management level on the Generic Principles for Fair Trade 
as a basis for future cooperation. During the last quarter of the year, a Board member from both FLO and 
IFAT worked together to finalise the draft. This draft would be approved by their respective Boards in May 
�008 and by the constituencies of both organisations in September/October �008.

Both FLO and IFAT have been active in recruiting Quality Managers, who will take up their duties in �008. 
There has also been an emphasis on awareness raising, including a quality awareness session and a 
Quality Management workshop at IFAT’s international conference in May �007.

Quality management was further embedded through the strengthening of IFAT’s monitoring system, and 
the development of the Sustainable Fair Trade Management System (SFTMS).  The monitoring system was 
upgraded, including a revision of the Standards for Fair Trade Organizations (now called Principles).

With the mandate to create a credible label for the products of Fair Trade Organizations, the IFAT Board 
decided that the labelling system must be integrated with IFAT’s membership and monitoring processes. 
The three would be combined into one coherent and robust system based on continuous improvement: the 
SFTMS.

In this way, quality management is at the heart of the SFTMS. It incorporates and translates the 10 
present Fair Trade Principles into a new market-focused standard that covers Fair Trade practice, 
business performance and environmental sustainability. Moreover, the SFTMS is a developmental tool for 
continuous improvement rather than a compliance checklist. The SFTMS Standard will be developed in 
�008, tested in �009, with a view to launching the label in �010.

Commitment to Quality Management
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Where there’s a conference, there’s a market. IFAT members are always encouraged to display and sell their wares during IFAT 
regional and international conferences.
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The Fair Trade Advocacy Office (FTAO) in Brussels coordinates the advocacy activities of four main 
Fair Trade networks: IFAT, Fairtrade Labelling Organizations (FLO) International, Network of European 
Worldshops (NEWS!) and European Fair Trade Association (EFTA). It speaks out for Fair Trade and trade 
justice with the aim to improve trading conditions for the benefit of small and marginalised producers 
and poor workers in developing countries.

The proposal for an ISO standard on Fair Trade was our main challenge in �007. The proposal was put 
forward by the international consumer association CI and a number of national standardisation bodies. 
It was debated intensively at the IFAT Annual General Meeting in May �007, and raised many important 
questions:
• Is there a need for an ISO standard on Fair Trade? 
• What is the benefit and what are the risks? 
• What does it mean for IFAT if an external body such as ISO develops a norm on Fair Trade? 
• Can this create greater market access for producers? 

These are critical questions that require answers in order to fully understand their impact and to develop 
a position. To create time to address these questions, our aim was to put a hold on the ISO process to 
develop a norm for Fair Trade. During the ISO COPOLCO meeting in Brazil in May, it was decided that more 
clarity regarding ethical trade claims was needed. Since then, IFAT has participated in the “ethical trade 
fact-finding process” which aims to address some of the concerns that initiated the proposal, and achieve 
greater clarity regarding ethical trade claims. At the same time, the internal debate about the pros and 
cons of an ISO norm is being prepared.

Advocacy
Speaking Out on Regulation

FTAO Coordinator Anja Osterhaus and Fair Trade producer Gerardo Arias Camacho from COOCAFE in Costa Rica,  at the German 
launch of the book Business Unusual. The book was jointly published in 2006 by IFAT, FLO, NEWS and EFTA.
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Not only ISO, but also public Fair Trade regulation is increasingly on the agenda. France, Belgium, Italy and 
Brazil are involved in Fair Trade law processes. The FTAO researched the implications of these proposals 
for Fair Trade Organizations in other countries. Also external legal research was commissioned to identify 
the risks and opportunities of these law proposals. Results were expected in mid �008.

EU regulation
The European Union (EU) was another key focus of our work. While it does not favour public Fair Trade 
regulation, the EU commitment to support Fair Trade has not yet been adequately implemented. The FTAO 
therefore advocated for greater political and financial support for Fair Trade. The Petersberg Communiqué 
on European Development Policy and the EU Council Conclusions on Aid for Trade mention Fair Trade 
specifically and provide new incentives to support it.

The EU’s strategy on Aid for Trade must address the question of trade justice and focus on small 
producers. These points were put forward by the FTAO at several events in �007 and our message on Aid 
for Trade has been heard by many decision makers including:
• June: Expert roundtable at the European Parliament
• November: WTO Aid  for Trade Global Review (panellist)
• December: Brussels Rural Development Briefing on Aid for Trade.

In �007, the FTAO website www.fairtrade-advocacy.org was launched, providing easy access to policy 
documents and possibility to sign-up to our newsletter. 

Founding member: IRIS
In January �007, IFAT became a founding member of IRIS – the European Inter-network of Responsible 
Economy Initiatives (Inter-réseau Européen des Initiatives Éthiques et Solidaires). The network aims to 
identify areas of synergy between members in the fight against poverty and for greater social cohesion. 
IRIS is registered in Strasbourg, France where its office is based. 

IRIS is the connection between European and international networks representing different families of 
responsible economy initiatives: 
• Finance (FEBEA, INAISE)
• Fair Trade (IFAT)
• Consumption (ASECO, URGENCI) 
• Social Integration Enterprises (ENSIE).

Christine Gent, on behalf of IFAT and IRIS, attended the European Round Table on Poverty organised by 
the Portuguese Presidency of the EU. IRIS is increasingly asked to be present for consultation on poverty 
issues at the European level. 
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Having travelled through 48 countries on six continents, mobilised ��,000 participants and reached 889 key 
organisations – IFAT’s first major campaign the Global Journey ended in May �007. The statistics validate 
its success.  

The Global Journey was the world tour of Fair Trade, the FTO Mark and the Fair Trade message. Each 
event focused on the journey of the FTO Mark banner.  While celebrating Fair Trade, the campaign 
also strengthened the identity of the FTO Mark, launched in �004 to distinguish certified Fair Trade 
Organizations. 

Since its launch in Mumbai in January �004 the Global Journey travelled through Asia, South America, 
Africa, North America and the Pacific Rim to reach Europe at the end of �006.

In �007 the Journey started in Scotland where the banner was piped down the Royal Mile, the city’s 
main thoroughfare. In Glasgow it joined the Fair Trade Experience Fair with some 4,000 attendees. In the 
Netherlands the banner joined the Dutch Union of Alternative Trade Importers signing event of the FTO 
Mark contract.

In England the banner joined UK representatives of IFAT in Newcastle. The banner journeyed on by bike in 
Great Ayton, in a procession in Hull, by steam train in Bradford and Haworth, and down the river by punt in 
Oxford.

The Final Leg of the Global Journey

The Global Journey ends in Brussels city centre with a parade. An enormous blue globe was kept aloft by participants as they 
passed through the streets of the city.
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Oxfam Ireland coordinated a trip across the country in a colourful van – the Fair Trade message was also 
read in Gaelic.  In Wales the banner was welcomed by Fair Trade Organisations in seven cities including 
a castle in Conway, up a mountain in Cardigan, and the seaside in Aberystwyth. The final UK event was by 
open top bus in London, from where the banner travelled to Canterbury to join an International Association 
of Social Finance Organizations’ meeting.

The Journey also visited Cordoba, Spain where it travelled by horse and cart, and Finland via the Fair 
Trade Ship Estelle.

The closing Global Journey event took place in Brussels, and coincided with IFAT’s international 
conference. The Journey started at the Grand Place in the centre of Brussels and travelled to the city’s 
most famous statue, Menneken Pis, which was dressed in Fair Trade clothing including an FTO Mark t-
shirt. The Global Journey ended at the IFAT conference marketplace.  

A short film was produced that assembles images from all the events – this was posted on YouTube.com 
and is available from the IFAT office.

Thank you to volunteers Kate Meakin and Michela Glorio who helped with the Global Journey 
coordination.

The Global Journey banner was accompanied by a brass band through Brussels city centre. The mayor of Brussels also signed the 
banner during a ceremony at town hall.
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World Fair Trade Day was launched in 1996 – the aim is to set aside one day to focus the globe on Fair 
Trade.  For IFAT members, it is an opportunity to raise public awareness and promote their products 
through fashion shows, seminars, rallies and countless other activities.  

In �007 the theme Kids Need Fair Trade was celebrated on May 1�th. Participants were invited to go into 
schools and youth groups to talk about Fair Trade and explain how it impacts children. Children were 
asked to illustrate this impact in a global postcard competition. In Europe, NEWS! ran a parallel activity 
asking children to photograph Fair Trade products.  

Entries in the competition were submitted from North America, Asia and the Pacific Rim. Significant 
entries came from India, Nepal, Indonesia and New Zealand. Nine judges worked carefully to fairly select 
the winners.

�007 was the first year that two of the biggest players in Fair Trade, IFAT and NEWS!, worked together 
around a common theme. IFAT is grateful to NEWS! for their active, energetic and creative input and 
direction. We would like to express our sincere gratitude for allowing us to use and adapt their WFTD 
materials. We would also like to thank People Tree / Global Village for hosting and maintaining the World 
Fair Trade Day website.

World Fair Trade Day 2007
Kids Need Fair Trade

One of the winning entries in the Fair Trade postcard competition, this one from Fair Trade Group Nepal.
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For COFTA, the year �007 was a year of achievement and challenges, successes and lessons, dreams and 
actions. 

It was the year when Africa was selected to be the first IFAT region to undergo the regionalisation 
process. This has greatly empowered COFTA, and enhanced the role it can play in shaping Fair Trade 
in Africa, and in providing support to producers on the continent. Through the regionalisation process, 
COFTA will be able to strengthen its influence in developing Fair Trade Standards and Principles that fit 
within the context of Africa. COFTA will also be able to grow its membership, and receive membership and 
registration fees, that will work towards the sustainability and independence of the network.

COFTA’s overall mission as a network is to improve the sustainable livelihoods of African producers 
through partnerships that advocate for Fair Trade. As part of the commitment to this mission, COFTA’s work 
plan and activities for �007 were directed at:
• continued network development through increasing membership and influence as a strong Fair Trade 
 network across Africa
• continued provision of needed capacity-building for members across the continent through relevant 
 training
• growing Fair Trade in Africa from the grassroots through the support of the development of country 
 networks
• reinforcing commitment to the movement and Fair Trade consumers through strengthening monitoring 
 and working towards a stronger system of guarantee
• working with producers to increase market access through encouraging South-South trade and   
 encouraging members to work towards better products and increased efficiency
• continuing to represent the voice and views of African producers in local, regional and international   
 fora and providing an avenue for the contribution of African producers in debate on policy and   
 development issues.

Working towards these objectives, and in line with the COFTA strategic plan, �007 was truly a productive 
and successful year.  Among other activities, COFTA:
• was involved in the World Social Forum – Nairobi �007
• held four Fair Trade Sensitisation Drives across Africa
• conducted training in business planning, pricing and costing, strategic planning and product 
 development
• engaged in several Internal Control Systems (ICS) missions including a training of trainers, an ICS 
 workshop and three producer trainings
• arranged a successful buyer visit and two local trade fairs
• protected an African cultural product from intellectual property infringement. 

IFAT in Africa
Cooperation for Fair Trade in Africa (COFTA)

A basket weaver at Uganda Crafts.  The organization aims to support disabled and widowed women and their families through 
handicraft training and production.
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COFTA received much support from the African Board, membership across Africa, and from international 
partners through IFAT and IFAT networks. COFTA further received much appreciated support from funders 
and partners including the Dutch Association of World Shops (DAWS) and the Shared Interest Foundation.

COFTA looks forward to the future and what it holds for the African network and for the entire Fair Trade 
movement.
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AFTF’s Asia Center for Learning for Fair Trade embarked on the first year of implementation of its project 
Strengthening Capacities of Small Enterprises to Access Markets. The Center was created in �00�, and 
focuses on product design and business skills to help upgrade competencies required to compete in the 
global market.

Market Access remains the fundamental and core objective of the program, banking on previous solid 
investments in design assistance, trade fair participation and business development consulting missions. 

Capacity-building workshops and consulting
Under the capacity-building component, a number of activities took place:
• Workshops were conducted in the Philippines and Nepal to help companies in their marketing and  
 product development planning. Market-focused design consulting was conducted with 10 individual  
 companies in these countries. This follow-up activity further helped develop actual product collections  
 based on market directions.
 • Senior-level Financial Planning Workshops also were conducted for two clusters, one in South Asia  
 and one in Southeast Asia. These aimed to improve the financial systems of companies who benefit  
 from increased management information needed in decision-making. An Export Management Software  
 (EMS) was co-developed and oriented to participating companies who chose to adopt the software in  
 Nepal, India and Bangladesh.
• E-Commerce Workshops were conducted in India and Sri Lanka, and an e-commerce plan developed  
 to help companies implement basic steps towards Internet trading.
• Business Scans were conducted in five companies, four of which received follow-up visits. 

IFAT in Asia
Asia Fair Trade Forum (AFTF)

A spinner stretching threads in the streets around the weavers quarter of K.V.Kuppam village in India, where Bishopston Trading 
Company producers are located. The organisation specialises in clothes made from hand-woven organic cotton and other fabrics.
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A related activity focused on an Internal Control System (ICS) project from the Dutch Association of 
World Shops (DAWS) and Fair Trade Original (FTO). ICS is an audit system and development tool to help 
companies comply with Fair Trade standards.  AFTF consultants conducted several ICS missions among its 
members as part of this project.  

Realizing the need to integrate Fair Trade audit (ICS) with business performance audit (Scans), AFTF 
proposed and signed a Memorandum of Agreement with DAWS-FTO in September �007 to:
• develop an integrated module 
• conduct a workshop for a select pool of Asian consultants who will serve as a resource base for AFTF, 
 DAWS and FTO for various consulting requirements.  

Eight Asian consultants and auditors were trained in this program and will be tapped to meet AFTF’s 
present and future consulting needs.

Market development 
As part of our Market Development program, the Asia Fair Trade Pavilion participated for the sixth 
consecutive year at the April �007 Bangkok International Gift Fair (BIG) with four exhibitor-companies. 
There were 118 visitors to the Pavilion from Asia, Pacific, Middle East, North America and Europe.

Strengthening networks
At the organisational level, efforts were focused on network strengthening and partnership building. For 
AFTF to be strong, the country networks need to be strong.  Networks in Nepal, India, Bangladesh and the 
Philippines are fairly well developed, while other countries need support to create and/or strengthen their 
networks. This is crucial, particularly in the implementation of Center for Learning programs.

AFTF supported the inaugural meeting of the Thai Fair Trade Forum held in August �007 in Bangkok, 
Thailand.  The founding members were initially tasked to develop the forum’s mission-vision, and consult 
with Thai producers, consumers and the academic community about Fair Trade practice in Thailand.

To further AFTF’s organisational development, Board Meetings were held in Thailand and the Philippines. 
There was also an Annual General Assembly convened in Belgium during the IFAT international 
conference.

AFTF participated in a number of activities and events in the Philippines and internationally to raise the 
profile of the organisation to the public and to network with potential partners.  

The AFTF website www.asiafairtradeforum.org was launched, and bi-monthly e-newsletters were revived 
to serve as a source of newsworthy information on AFTF programs, members and updates. 

AFTF also commenced a four-year strategic planning initiative called AFTF Agenda for Growth: a Strategic 
Planning Process. This charts the future direction of the organisation, which will be presented and 
approved at the AFTF Annual General Meeting in �008.
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IFAT Europe was born in �006 at the European Regional IFAT Conference in Paris. Here its constitution was 
adopted, its leadership nominated and a five-year strategic plan drafted.

IFAT Europe was officially registered in Belgium in April �007.  The operational office and secretariat 
was established in Córdoba, Spain. Carola Reintjes is the President of IFAT Europe, and the European 
representative of the Board of Directors of IFAT Global.

The first Annual General Meeting (AGM) was held in Belgium, during the IFAT international conference in 
May. Many issues were discussed and decided, including the strategic priorities that helped in the further 
development of the strategic plan and work-plan. The work-plan is the short-term implementation of the 
strategic plan.

The work-plan �008-�009 was discussed and approved at the July Board meeting. Both the work-plan and 
strategic plan are live documents, open for input and improvements, and would be revised at the �008 
AGM.

Regular Board meetings were held to agree on the different stages and documents to build up IFAT 
Europe’s structure, as well as regular exchange of ideas and input between the members to gather 
feedback. 

IFAT in Europe
IFAT Europe

German IFAT Member GEPA at BioFach - the World Organic Trade Fair. Care for the environment is one of our 10 Standards of Fair 
Trade, and many members take the opportunity to promote their commitment at global events.
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Supporting IFAT Global
Supporting IFAT Global is the first strategic priority of IFAT Europe, and input was provided on core issues 
including:
• IFAT’s Fair Trade Organization Mark
• Handicraft labelling
• Generic Fair Trade Standards
• Monitoring. 

Briefings have been discussed and prepared on some of these issues to represent IFAT Europe’s opinion 
within the wider network. This has allowed for active participation in IFAT`s international coordination.  
IFAT Europe is also committed to supporting the other regional chapters of IFAT.

Advocacy and the European political agenda
In its plenary session in July �006, the European Parliament adopted a resolution on Fair Trade and 
Development with an overwhelming majority. And in several European countries, work on legalising Fair 
Trade has been ongoing for a number of years. In �007 this work was intensified, particularly in France, 
Italy and Belgium.

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) also began scrutinizing the possibility of 
standardizing Fair Trade. IFAT Europe has shared information between its members about national and 
international developments in Fair Trade legislation. Several IFAT Europe members are also part of an 
international working group formed to closely follow this important issue. 

IFAT Europe has several members on the Fair Trade Advocacy Office Steering Committee. There have 
been eight meetings in �006-�007 including the Fair Trade Advocacy Forum, where members of IFAT 
Europe and the Steering Committee discussed advocacy and Fair Trade. 

IFAT Europe presented and participated in a roundtable at a public event organised by the European 
Council in Trento, in November �007. Eight countries were represented (UK, Malta, Italy, Sweden, Austria, 
Spain, Czech Republic and Hungary). 

During this event, the IFAT Europe Campaign working group met with members from NEWS! and national 
world shop associations to coordinate the Global IFAT campaign and WFTD �008 “Fair Trade and the 
Environment”.

For �008, IFAT Europe will further develop its strategic objectives approved by the AGM �007:
• Support IFAT Global, and help IFAT Global and the regional chapters to grow and consolidate
• Be THE European Fair Trade reference and representative body and voice
• Protect the high standards of Fair Trade, and the 100% Fair Trade approach and value 
• Support trade justice policies, and support the Fair Trade Advocacy Office.
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IFAT-LA’s �007 objectives focused on three major areas: market development, advocacy and strengthening 
the regional network.

Market development
A new digital catalogue was developed and hosted on the IFAT-LA web page. It included �� members’ 
information and products with the corresponding links to their web pages. 

IFAT-LA launched a process of systematisation of the experiences of local Fair Trade and Solidarity 
Economy shops from the region. The first meeting would take place in �008, co-organised by IFAT-LA and 
two organisations from Uruguay, both members of Espacio Mercosur Solidario – a key regional movement. 

Advocacy
IFAT-LA distributed 10 issues of their e-newsletter, which reached more than 800 people and organisations. 
This is its main vehicle for spreading news on their activities with other networks, such as RIPESS and 
Espacio Mercosur Solidario. 

IFAT in Latin America
Asociación Latinoamericana de Comercio Justo (IFAT-LA)

Women sewing traditional handicrafts for Fundaciòn Solidaridad in Chile, who helps to train local indigenous people and 
commercialize their skills.
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To help build its profile in the region, a logo for IFAT-LA was designed based on the IFAT logo, but using 
colours more relevant to Latin America.  In this way, the logo illustrates its dependent relationship to IFAT 
Global, but also expresses IFAT-LA’s unique regional identity.

Their website also received a makeover, including an information update and redesign.  Four issues of 
their e-newsletter were produced and an advising service was implemented via the new site. Eight IFAT-
LA members were also helped to host their own websites in a FIDA-financed project.

Strengthening the regional network
The legalisation process of IFAT-LA was finalised to provide a judicial framework for its activities. 

A Strategic Plan was proposed at the Regional Assembly in �007, and the main issues were discussed:  
advocacy, local markets and development of products with a cultural identity. The Advising service, 
whether through the Internet or face-to-face, has allowed a closer relationship with people interested in 
Fair Trade, as well as potential members.  IFAT-LA has also been more active in its relationship with IFAT 
Global, including sending delegates to various committees and a proposal for the development of Fair 
Trade Standards regarding the production of goods with a cultural identity.

IFAT-LA members were also active at various workshops, seminars and other events in Ecuador, Brazil, 
Uruguay, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
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In �007 the North America & Pacific Rim region welcomed five new members to its network, bringing the 
total to �7. They were joined by several individual associates, bringing a range of expertise in areas such 
as research, marketing and systems management.

Members met during the IFAT Annual General Meeting in Belgium, where the issue of building a more 
formal regional structure to support IFAT’s regionalisation was discussed. Members decided to reflect 
further on the process, and include it as a core issue in the �008 regional conference. In the meantime, 
IFAT’s work continues to be done in the region by its members.

Some highlights of the year include:

•  One of its new members, the Fair Trade Federation in the USA, embarked on a strategic planning 
process to help redefine their work. This aimed to help them become a strong partner for IFAT and act 
as catalyst for change in North American and producer communities.  FTF is a network organisation 
with several hundred members in its own right. Their member conference convened in June, featuring 
a keynote address by IFAT President Paul Myers, and seminars on branding, marketing, design and 
financing.

IFAT in North America and the Pacific Rim

Volunteers package Fair Trade goods for distribution within the United States, at the Ten Thousand Villages warehouse in 
Pennsylvania.
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•  The Fair Trade Association of Australia and New Zealand held a three-day conference in Bali in March, 
as part of their Producer-Trader Linkages project. The project aims to facilitate linkages between Asia 
Pacific producers and traders and markets in Australia and New Zealand. The conference kick-started 
the establishment of these networks and helped gather information needed to provide the foundation 
for the project.

•  US member World of Good launched their e-commerce site in collaboration with eBay at the end of 
the year. Priya Haji, CEO of World of Good, also received a prestigious Social Innovation Award from 
the Social Venture Network for her work in bringing to life “world-changing” ideas. The Social Venture 
Network is a non-profit network committed to building a just and sustainable world through business.

•  Fair Trade sales across the region continued to improve, with many members reporting strong growth. 
A standout was Trade Aid in New Zealand, which reported more than 50% increase in sales, largely 
from enlarged wholesale distribution. This resulted in a 50% increase in craft purchases and almost 
doubled the commodities purchased from their suppliers.

On a sadder note, we said goodbye for now to our good friend Marv Frey, who was forced to step down 
as CEO of Ten Thousand Villages in Canada due to ill health. Marv’s work with TTV had resulted in 
outstanding growth during his tenure, and his compassion, wisdom and dry wit will be remembered by all 
who engaged with him at IFAT events.
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STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 2007
 Actual Budget Actual
 2007  2007 2006
                                                                  e                                e                                e

INCOME 9�4.0�8  870.000  415.167 

EXPENSES 1��.980  160.000  156.�7�
Employee expenses

Depreciation of fixed assets  
Tangible fixed assets �.8��  -  �.�6�
 �.8��  4.000  �.�6� 

Other operating expenses
General expenses 55.907  48.150  54.16� 
Housing expenses 10.951  1�.800  10.7�5 
Activity expenses 440.7�8  645.000  �08.599 
 507.586  705.950  �7�.497 

Total expenses 644.�89  869.950  4��.1�� 
 
 �79.649  50  16.966-

Interest income and expenses
Interest and similar income �.69�   -  �.949 
Interest and similar expenses -17.554  -  -1�.�44 
 (1�.861)  -  (10.�95)

NET (DEFICIT)/SURPLUS  �65.788  50  (�7.�61)
FOR THE YEAR

APPROPRIATION OF RESULTS

Appropriated fund (HIVOS) 151.457   17.177-
Fund for Advocacy Office  �6.408   �.571
Brussels
             
Reserve for associated  1�.6�4-   1�.�85-
director 
                     
Other reserves 91.546   5�0 
 �65.788   (�7.�61)

Financial Statements
(Placeholder for final figures)
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BALANCE SHEET 
 31st December 2007 31st December 2006
                                                                                        e                                                 e

FIXED ASSETS
Tangible fixed assets
Other fixed assets 8.744  5.5�8 
Total tangible assets 8.744  5.5�8 

CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors and other receivables
Trade debtors ��.0�8  6�.199 
Other receivables 8�.8�0  �8.419 
 116.858 91.618 

Liquid assets �91.686  44.198 
Total current assets 408.544  1�5.816 

CURRENT LIABILITIES,
ACCRUALS AND DEFERRED INCOME
Taxation and social security 5.9�4  11.79� 
Accruals and deferred income 75.665  59.660 
 81.599  71.45� 

Current assets minus current liabilities ��6.945  64.�6�

Assets minus current liabilities ��5.689  69.901 

RESERVES
Appropriated fund (HIVOS) 151.457  - 
Fund for Advocacy Office Brussels �8.979  �.571 
Reserve for associated director -  1�.6�4 
Other reserves 145.�5�  5�.706 

 ��5.689  69.901 
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IFAT Board (May - December)
Paul Myers – President
Claribel David (APFTI, Philippines) - Vice President
Lucas Caldeira (Asha Handicrafts Association, India) – Treasurer
Paul Deighton (New Internationalist, Australia) – Secretary
Ileana Cordón (Asociación Crecer, Guatemala)
Moctar Fall (Interface Trading, Senegal)
Constantine Kandie (Kenya Gatsby Trust, Kenya)
Carola Reintjes (Ideas, Spain)
Erika Spil (DAWS, Netherlands)

IFAT Executive Committee (January - May)
Rudi Dalvai (CTM Altromercato, Italy) - Chair
Ileana Cordón (Asociación Crecer, Guatemala) – Vice Chair 
Claribel David (APFTI, Philippines) - Treasurer
Paul Deighton (New Internationalist, Australia) - Secretary
Semshak Gompil (ATNN, Nigeria) – Africa representative
Carlos Vargas (Coopetrabasur, Costa Rica) - Co-opted Member

IFAT Secretariat Staff and Volunteers
Stefan Durwael, Executive Director
Joao Fontes, Membership Officer
Gerben Bossenbroek, Communications Officer
Yahaira Reyes de Bolks, Administrative Officer
Mike Muchilwa, Monitoring Coordinator (Kenya)
Christine Gent, External Affairs (UK)
Viktoria Csehi, volunteer INESS/RIPESS

Anja Osterhaus, FINE Advocacy co-ordinator
Hilary Jeune, Advocacy Policy Officer 

External Verifiers
Devasmita Sridhar
Olaf Paulsen
Patrick Ochieng
PROMER
Sylviah Oyugi
Tadashi Shimizu

Finance Sub-committee
Lucas Caldeira (Asha Handicrafts Association, India) – Chair
Claribel David (APFTI, Philippines)

People and Committees
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Rudi Dalvai (CTM Altromercato, Italy)
Paul Myers (IFAT President, USA)
Bob Chase (SERRV, USA)
Fredrick Masinde (Undugu Society, Kenya)
Carol Wills (Honorary member, UK)

Standards and Monitoring Sub-committee
Audrey Seagraves (World of Good, US) - Acting Chair
Deo Kafwa (Mikono, Tanzania)
Vi Cottrell (Trade Aid, New Zealand)
Erika Spil (DAWS, Netherlands) 
(Eileen Davenport (Associate, Canada) - Chair

Registration Sub-committee
Jessica Eitelberg (Associate, Germany) - Acting Chair
Tito Arunga (SNV, Kenya)
Ana Asti (Associate, Brazil)
Elsbeth Fabels (DAWS, Netherlands)
Steve Knapp (FTAANZ, Australia)
Mike Muchilwa (IFAT Monitoring Coordinator, Kenya)
(Allison Barrett (Associate, UK)  - Chair

FINE Fair Trade Advocacy Steering Committee
Tina Gordon (EED, Brot für die Welt, Germany)
Gelkha Buitrago (FLO, Germany)
Moctar Fall (Interface Trading, Senegal) - replacement: Carola Reintjes, Ideas, Spain
Alex Gonzalez (Traidcraft, UK) - replacement Mike Gidney, Traidcraft, UK
Herman van Beek (Dutch Association of World Shops, Netherlands)
Joris Totte  (Oxfam Wereldwinkels, Belgium)
Giorgio dal Fiume (CTM Altromercato, Italy)
Glayson Ferrari dos Santos (Visao Mundial, Brazil)
Sunil Chitrakar (Mahaguthi, Nepal)
Arun Raste (IRFT, India)
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IFAT would like to thank the following organisations and people for their financial support during �007.

Brot fur die Welt  Germany
Cordaid The Netherlands
EFTA The Netherlands
El Puente Germany
Eurocoop Belgium
Fair Trade Center Belgium
Fair Trade Foundation  United Kingdom
Fairtrade Labelling Organizations International Germany
GEPA Germany
Heinrich Böll Foundation Belgium
HIVOS The Netherlands
ICCO The Netherlands
Landelijke Vereniging van Wereldwinkels The Netherlands
Network of European World Shops Germany
Oxfam Novib The Netherlands
Ten Thousand Villages  United States 
Transfair Verein  Germany
Traidcraft Exchange  United Kingdom

All the members which provided funding/support for the Global Journey.

Special Thanks to Donors
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Accion Creadora Acre
Advocate of Philippine Fair Trade, Inc. (APFTI)
Africa House
African Home Creative Home Ware cc
Aid to Artisans - ATA
ALTER ECO
Alter Trade Corporation
Alternativa � S. Coop.
Alternative Trade Network of Nigeria (ATNN)
ALTRAQUALITA - Piccola Soc. Coop. a Resons. Ltd.
Amandla
AMWA
Ankur Kala
APIKRI Inc.
Aranya Crafts Ltd.
Arbeitsgemeinschaft zur Foerderung der Weltlaeden ARGE
Art ‘n’ Nature
Artcamp Artesanas Campesinas S.C. de R.L.
Artesanato Solidário
Artesanos productores Tawantinsuyo tecnologia y Ecologia (APTEC)
Artisanat Sel
Artisans Association of Cambodia
Arum Dalu Mekar (P.T.)
Asha Handicrafts Association
Asociación Artesanal Señor de Mayo (ASARBOLSEM)
Asociación Civil Promoción Indígena - Arte y Esperanza
Asociación Crecer
Asociación de Artesanos Q’Antati
Asociación Mujeres Microempresarias
Asociacion solidaria de artesanias pachamama
Assisi Garments
Associacao Mundareu
Association for Craft Producers (ACP)
Associazione Fair Watch - Cooperazione e Mondialitá
Associazione Generale Italia Commercio Equo e Solidale (AGICES)
Au-delá des Frontiéres
Auro Ambala Handicrafts
Bamenda Handicraft Cooperative Society
Bangladesh Hosto Shilpo Ekota Sheba Songshta (BaSE)
Barbosa do Brasil
Barcelona Multi-Purpose Co-op. Inc. (BMPCI)
Batsiranai Zimbabwe

Member Organisations
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Belgharia Human Handicraft Development Society (BHHDS)
Bhaktapur Craft Paper Ltd. (BCP)
Bhopal Rehabilitation
Bishopston Trading Company
Blue Hand LLC
Bombolulu Workshops
Bosinange Juakali Soapstone
Boutic Ethic
Brac-Aarong
British Association for Fair Trade Shops, The (BAFTS)
C C Shroff Self Help Centre
Cafédirect Ltd
Camari
Candela Peru
Cards from Africa
Caritas-Fairtrade
Casa Romero
Cataratas do Iguacu Produtos Organicos - Gebana Brasil
CD CRAFT - Bethesda
Central Council of Disabled Persons (CCODP)
Centro de Exportaciones Grupo Salinas
Cercle des Sécheurs (CDS)
Ceylon Organic Spice Exports
CHILDREN-Nepal
CIAP-Intercrafts Peru SAC
Citizen Dream
Claro fair trade plc
Commercio Alternativo Soc. Coop. ARL
Community Crafts Assoc of the Philippines (CCAP)
Comparte
Conselho Geral da Tribo Sateré-Mawé CGTSM
Consorzio Giusto Etico e Solidale (CONGES)
CONTIGO Fair Trade Group
Coop. de Prod. Agropec. y Serv. MultI. de Trab. Bananeros del Sur- COOPETRABASUR
Coop. Regional de Producción Agropecuaria La Sureñita (COREPROSUL)
Cooperativa Campesina Apícola Valdivia (APICOOP)
Co-operativa Chico Mendes
Cooperative Artisanale de Couture Femmes de Marrakech
Cooperative Coffees
Cooperative des Producteurs Artisanaux de Butare (COPABU)
Coord. Latinoam. y del Caribe de Pequeños Productores del Com. Justo (CLAC)
Coordinadora Estatal de Comercio Justo

Member Organisations
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Corporación RELACC
CORR-The Jute Works
Cottage Industries
Craft Aid Mauritius
Craft Link
CRC Exports Private Limited
Creative Handicrafts
CreSud spa
CTM Agrofair Italy
CTM Altromercato
Dancing Pots
De Evenaar BV
Development Wheel (DEW)
Dezign Incorporated
DIAOGO (taf taf)
Divine Chocolate Limited
dwp eG
Earth Hero DBA Just Cashews
ECOTA Fair Trade Forum
Eine Welt Handel AG Austria
EL PUENTE GmbH
El Tucan GmbH
Equal Exchange Trading Ltd
Equal Exchange USA
Equi Mercado
Equitable Marketing Association (EMA)
Equo Mercato Cooperativa
EQUOLAND Soc. Coop. a.r.l.
Estacion A - Nucleo Cultural
European Fair Trade Association (EFTA)
EZA Fairer Handel GmbH
Fadeco Trading Company Ltd
Fair Deal Trading Partnership
Fair Planet
Fair Trade Association of Australia and New Zealand (FTAANZ)
Fair Trade Federation
Fair Trade Forum India (FTF)
Fair Trade Group Nepal (FTG Nepal)
Fair Trade Original
Fair Trade Resource Network
Fairtraide Village
Farmers Own Trading Ltd.

Member Organisations
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Fédération Artisans du Monde
Federation of South India Producer Associations (SIPA)
Finnish Association of World Shops
Forest Management and Product Certification Service (FORCERT)
Fruits of the Nile Ltd.
Frutos de los Andes Fruandes Ltda
Fundacion Chol-Chol
Fundación Haciendas del Mundo Maya A.C.
Fundacion Pro Pueblo
Fundación Silataj
Fundación SINCHI SACHA
Fundación Solidaridad
Fundaglobal Fundación
Gebana Ag
Gemkit Enterprises Ltd
GEPA Fair Handelshaus
Get Paper Industry
Getrade (GH) Ltd - FPS
Getting Old Is To Grow Society (GOIG)
Global Fair Trade Crafts  Inc.
Global Mamas / Women in Progress
Godavari Delta Women Lace Artisans
Golden Palm International
Gone Rural Pty Ltd
Gospel House Handicrafts Ltd
Grameen Crafts & Grameen Network Society
Green Net Cooperative
Hagar On Time (HOT!)
Handicraft Marketing Company Tanzania Ltd (MIKONO)
Holyland Handicrafts Cooperative Society
Honey Care Africa Limited
IDEAS, Iniciativas de Economia Alternativa y Solidaria
Imagination
Importadora Exportador DELTA s.a.c. Peru
Importations Altura
Indus Tree Crafts Ltd
Institute for Community Partnership (ICP)
Instituto de Desarrollo Urbano - CENCA
Interface Trading
Intermón Oxfam
International Foundation for Fairtrade And Development(IFFAD)
International Resources for Fairer Trade (IRFT)

Member Organisations
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Jahanara Cottage Industries
Jirmit Papyrus Group
Kagera Cooperative Union Ltd
KATAKUS Inc.
Kazuri �000 Limited
Kenya Gatsby Charitable Trust
Kisumu Innovation Centre Kenya KICK
Koperattiva Kummerc Gust (KKG)
Kumbeshwar Technical School
Kwanza Collection Company Ltd
La Compagnie du Commerce Equitable
La Coronilla
La Maison Afrique AB
La Siembra Co-operative Inc.
Landelijke Vereniging van Wereldwinkels (DAWS)
Lanka Jatika Sarvodaya Shramadana Sangamaya
Lanka Lamai
Lao Sericulture Co. Ltd.
Level Ground Trading Ltd
Libero Mondo Scs. Arl.
Lombok Putri Cenderamata - Lombok Pottery Centre
Mabale Growers Tea Factory
Machakos District Co-operative Union Ltd (MDCU)
Madhya Kalikata Shilpangan (MKS)
Mahaguthi Craft with a Conscience
Mango True Mirage Ltd.
Manos Amigas S.A.
Manushi
Mapepa
Maquita Cushunchic (MCCH)
Market Place: Handwork of India
Marvellous Flotea Co Ltd
Mereville Trust
Merkur Cooperative Bank
MINKA
Mitra Bali Foundation
Mpanga Growers Tea Factory
Mud Hut Trading
Muya Ethiopia PLC
Mysha Crafts
National Assoc. of Women’s Organisations (NAWOU)
Naturveda Biotech Pvt Ltd

Member Organisations
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Nederlandse Imp. Vereniging Altern Handel NIVAH
Nepal Leprosy Trust
Nepali Bazaro
Network of Entrepreneurship & Economic Development (NEED)
Network of European World Shops (NEWS!)
New Internationalist Publications Pty Ltd (Australia)
Noah’s Ark International Exports
Noakhali Rural Development Society (NRDS)
North & South Fair Trade AB
Nyabigena Soapstone Carvers Organization
OIKOCREDIT, Ecumenical Development Co-op. Society UA.
One World Shop
Orissa Rural and Urban Producers’ Association (ORUPA)
Oxfam Australia Trading Pty Ltd
Oxfam GB
Oxfam Ireland
OXFAM Magasins du Monde
Oxfam Wereldwinkels Vzw
Pachacuti
Palestinian Agricultural Relief Committees (PARC) Fair Trade Department
Panay Fair Trade Center
Peacecraft
Pekerti Nusantara PT
People for Fair Trade Association Incorporated
People Tree Japan
People’s Org. For Dev. Import and Export (PODIE)
Phontong/Camacrafts Handicrafts Cooperative
PhytoTrade Africa
Plate-forme pour le Commerce Equitable
Polle Unnoyn Prokolpo (PUP)
Preda Fair Trade Organisation
Presbyterian Handicraft Centre (PRESCRAFT)
Rehab Craft Cambodia
Roba Dell’Altro Mondo Cooperative
Rosecraft Ltd
Sackeus AB
SAFRUDI/ Saffy Handicrafts
SAHAJ - An Organization for Women’s Development
Salay Handmade Paper Industries Inc (SHAPII)
Salma Farmers Association
San Arts and Crafts
Sana Hastakala

Member Organisations
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Sankofa African Art
Sasha Exports
Self-Employed Women’s Association (SEWA Lucknow)
Selyn Exporters Ltd
SERRV International
SES Export S.R.L.
SHARE
Shared Earth
Shared Interest
Shilpa
SILENCE
Sindyanna of Galilee
Siyath Foundation
Sjamma vzw - WereldModeWinkel
Smolart Self-Help Group
Solidaridad Internacional
Solidar’Monde
Southern Partners and Fair Trade Corporation (SPFTC/Trufood)
Speciality Foods of Africa Pvt Ltd (Tulimara)
Stichting Sawa Hasa (Sawa Hasa Foundation)
Streetwires Artist Collective
Sunbula
Sundarban Khadi and Village Ind Society (SKVIS)
Sungi Development Foundation
Swazi Candles (Pty) Ltd
Swedish World Shops Association
Tabaka Riotoyo Youth Group
Tahoua Import
Tampereen Kehitysmaakauppa
Tara Projects
Tearcraft
Teddy Exports
Teenage Mothers and Girls Association of Kenya (TEMAK)
Ten Thousand Villages Canada
Ten Thousand Villages USA
Textielwerkplaats Sari V.O.F.
Thai Tribal Crafts Fair Trade Co. Ltd.
Thanapara Swallows Development Society
The House of Fair Trade (former Rattvis Handel)
The India Shop
The Integra Foundation
The ThaiCraft Association

Member Organisations
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The Worldshop Klotet in Lund
Threads of Life
Threads of Yunnan/ Danyun Business Affairs Consulting Co.
Tintsaba Crafts (Pty) Ltd
Top QualiTea -Tea Import and Consultancy
Township Patterns
Trade Aid Importers Ltd
Trade Aid Integrated
Traidcraft Exchange
Traidcraft Plc
Trinity Jewellery Crafts
Tropical Forest Products Ltd
Tropical Wholefoods/Fullwell Mill
Twin Trading
Uganda Crafts �000 Ltd
Undugu Society of Kenya
Unión de Comunidades Indígenas de la Región del Istmo RI (UCIRI)
Unión Progresista Artesanal (UPA)
Usha Handicrafts
Velas La Luciernaga/Asoc. Acciones p el Des. Poblacional (A.D.P.)
Vhufuli Art Foundation
Visao Mundial Brazil
Voluntary Health Association of India (VHAI)
Wanasanaa Self Help Group
Wean Multipurpose Co-operative
Weiming Furniture
Women’s Skill Development Project Pokhara
World of Good Development Organization
World of Good Inc.
Xochiquetzal SA de CV
Zaytoun Ltd.

Member Organisations
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Allison Barrett
Angelo Caserta
Eileen Davenport
Carol Bergin
Beatrice Mochere Mwasi
Colin Hastings
Elaine Jones
Frank de Caires
Beat Grueninger
Dr Raul Hopkins
Judith Condor- Vidal
Jean-Marie Krier
Ron Layton
Luigi Eusebi
Jacqui MacDonald
Mark G. Hayes
Michael Freudenberg
Carol Morton
Mo Tomaney
Eric Rozario
Simona Stoppa
Tajender Sagoo
Lawrence Watson
Tony Hall

Lydia Ebdon-Borde
Barbara Wilson
Mariem Yassin
Ana Larronda Asti
Pierre Johnson
Lukardis von Studnitz
Olaf Paulsen
Annette Bernd
Irene Christiansen
Bernard de Boischevalier
Jessica Eitelberg
Mitch Teberg
Hugh Ross
Bishnu Dass Dangol
Michael W Slater
Ton Haas
Anna Hutchens
Alex Nicholls
Andreas Lombardozzi
Per Persson
Dan Salcedo
Michael D. Wray
Vip Kumar Patel

Individual Associates
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Agrofair Benelux B.V.
International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM)
The Body Shop Foundation

Honorary Members

Carol Wills
Francisco Van der Hoff
Gerd Nickoleit
Paul Myers
Dr. Shyam Sharma

Associate Organisations
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